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2. Method
2.1 It was agreedthat:
the standardIFE BiomporphicSurveyfor plant, animal, stream morphology&
water chemistry,would be used in order to give a context to the data as over 500
standardisedsurveyshavenowbeenundertakenusingthe methodbelow2.2; and that
the newer NRA River Habitat Surveyshould also be undertaken as this will
becomea nationalstandardfor river habitatqualityassessment.
2.2 Standard IFE Biomorphopac reconnaissance survey methodology for
environmentalqualityassessmentof watercourses.
2.2.1 Site reconnaissance,of the agreed/approved/requestedlist of watercoursesites, will
be undertakento determinethe relevant ecologicalor conservationcharacteristicsof the









At each site a water samplewill be filteredfor on-sitecharacterisationor further specific
laboratoryanalysis. Assessmentswill be made of the need or value of undertakingfull
biomorphicsurveys. In addition,sites observedwhich may be of particular value will be
notedbutonlya locationmapandoutlinedatarecordedtogetherwitha subjectiveassessment
of value, will be reported.
Aquaticandriparianflora, includingmajormosses,liverwortsor macroscopicalgae, will
be recordedwithinthe sectionof watercourse(typically200 m or as specified)to a widthof
typically100meitherside,andlimitedto florareadilyvisibleandpreferablyin flower;notes
will madeto assist in the assignmentof a valuefor the relativequality of the defined site.
Separateassessmentson a scaleof 0 - 5 for bad to excellent,will be made for submerged
aquaticplantsandalsoforbankor emergentspecies;expectedrare specieswillbe specifically
sought. Thesetwo scoreswillbe addedtogetherto producea scorefrom 0 - 10for flora for
eachsiteaftercorrectingfor banksideshade. Scoresarebaseduponthe occurrenceof species
to beexpectedin naturalunmanagedwatercoursesof theareaafterconsideringthe waterflow
and geologyof the catchment.
It is normal for onsite assessmentof aquaticfauna to be undertakenas below, however
samplingand moreextensive identificationwasundertaken. The followingsectionis only
retainedfor completeness.
Aquatic fauna, as macro-invertebrates, will normally be sampled within each section or centred upon the specified point (eg. potential
impact or crossing point) of the watercourse. All habitats will be sampled where possible. Standard kick samples of three minute duration
will taken when the water depth is less than 0.6 in at some point; small streams will be sampled for shorter periods. Where the water is
too deep to wade, a dredge will be used ID collect the sample. In some situations where the substratum is umuitable for the dredge, a pond
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net sample will need to be taken from the bank. The samples will be sorted on the bank by spreading them out in a tray and pickin
g out
individuals of each family present and different species of cach family where possible. A score (0-10), broadly based upon the BMWP
score system, wRI be assigned to each site in the field. In the laboratory, identifications will be checked and scores amended
where
necessary. This data will allow BMWP scores to be produced and used in the RWPAC predictive system from which comparison
s can
be made between the actual or observed macro-invenebrate communities and the predicted one.
Observations, or traces, of other fauna, will be noted together with an assessment of the need
for special surveys, eg birds mammals, etc.
Bank, sediment and bed characteristics will be assessed in two ways, by their
a) percentage cover of the stream bed in the macro-invertebrate sample area, and by the
b) relative proportions of various materials in the banks and adjacent areas in the general
sample area; specific searches will be made for materials of special relevance eg to
construction such as peat, rock as bed rock or outcrops.
Reconnaissance survey data sheets will contain information, as appropriate, on the
following: [see Table 2 in Macro-invertebrate report for parameters used in RIVPACS(HW)
predictions.]
watercourse name with nearest village etc., as necessary;
reconnaissance survey number - numeric order, survey date, etc;
numeric National Grid Reference number (NGR);
distance from source of watercourse (also for RIVPACS);
altitude of survey section to c 5 m (also for RIVPACS);
latitude and longitude (also for RIVPACS).
Physical characteristics (estimated) :
size as mean width and mean depth of water at time of survey (also for
RINTACS) and at the bankfull condition of the watercourse, the mean depth
of pools will be recorded if appropriate, additional comments relating to
obvious recent events as seen from debris stranded on the banks or adjacent
vegetation and recorded as the additional height above that at survey; mean
width is the unobstructed width without allowance for dense fringing
vegetation eg. reedstands and which would be accounted for in bank-full
widths;
flow of water in watercourse at survey in cubic metres per second (RIVPACS
requires discharge category from the watercourses map)
velocity of water (estimated mean);
slope of channel bed over survey length (estimated to the nearest 1°, R1VPACS
uses general slope from contours over a distance of c 1 lcm);
type of bed or water flow - waterfall, stepped, long riffle, riffle-pool with
sequence distance, glide or run, smooth, static or ponded;
relative stream power - estimated on scale of 0 to 10 based to cover the range of
British rivers, broadly,
0-3 indicate bed and bank stable rivers and streams,
4-5 rivers or large streams with some bed scour or
bank erosion or lateral migration,
6-8 activerivers with rock or worked gravels and erosion or migration
or both; and a comment;
channel form in plan - straight, meandering, braided;
2
channelsinuosity,currentand previous,where the situationmay have naturally
changed- slight, moderate,extreme, or the channelstraightened;the actual
and previousamplitudeis recordedin meters - this relates to the potential
lateralmigrationoverfuturedecadeswhichmayexposereinstatementwork or
constructioneg buried pipework, or promote consequential downstream
adjustmentor erosion;
channelsection- slope, steep, vertical, or trapezoid if managed, dredged or
resectioned;
erosionof streambanksas percentageof stream bank of section - incising,
flakeor slab,slumpor slide,undercutor blockfall, or depositionswith type
of materialand position;
substratumaspercentageto within10%for majorcomponents,or subjectivelyas
proportionsindicatedby asterisks(* = c20%), of watercoursebed (R1VPACs
requires meangrain size or phi value)for:




silt & clays(.06-.004 mm), and
organicor peat;
occasionallyin additionthe adjacentsoils of stream banks and appropriate
adjacentareaswill be consideredif relevantor particularlydifferent,
the colour andnatureof the watereg presenceof particlesetc.
Adjacentfeatures:
land use on watercoursebankstogetherwith visualfeatureswithin 0.5 krn;




and other data may be usedor referredto, if it is readilyavailable.
Environmentaldata on physicalparameters,flora and fauna was summarisedtogetherwith
a scorefor environmentalqualitybasedon scalesof 0-10for flora and 0-10 for invertebrates
togetherwitha correctionfor maintenance.Maintenanceeffectswill be scoredon a -2 to +2
scalebroadlybasedon:
-2 for channelresectioningand realignment
-1 for eitherchannelrealignment/ channelresectioningof both banks
-0.5 one bank
0 a neutralscore, for possibleor historicalmanagement
+1 for unmanagedbut agriculturalbanksespeciallyrough grazingetc.
+2 near naturalconditionsfor the area ie consideringflow and geology
(Combinationsof thesescoresmay also used.)
The overall environmentalbiomorphicscore was calculatedby addingthe floral (from
0-10)to the macro-invertebrate(from0-10)scoresanddividingby two. Thisvaluewasthen
correctedby addingthe maintenancescore(fromthe range-2.5 to +2). Where scoreswere
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not availablethroughdifficultyin samplingor inappropriateness,eg dry ditches, an estimate
(in brackets)was madefor the overallscore. For clarityof the overallassessmentmadeof
water courses, a clearer, basic and less-defmed5 point score was requested, and thus the
followingwordsare also incorporatedfor the followingscores:
<2 = verypoor; 2-3.9 = poor; 4-5.9 = moderate;6-7.9 = good 8-10 = excellent
Whena sitehas been visitedand only an assessmentof flora& managementhas been made
but a faunalsamplewas not taken, then a similar5 point scorewas given:
very poor - poor - moderate- good - excellent.
Some sectionsof watercoursesand also artificialwater courses especiallycanals, present
difficulties,for examplea scorerange maybr givenfor an open site but which has densely
shadedsectionsor alternativelytwo scoresfor artificialor resectionedand realignedsections
eg one incorporatingthe managementvalue (-2) and the other a null score (0) ignoringthe
effect. Scoreswere recordedfor examplea artificialchannelwith poor qualitybiota can be
recordedas '1.5/3.5' incorporatinga -2 score the extreme extent of its managementor
unnaturalness.This methodof assessmentis stillbeingdevelopedbut can in theory be seen
to give valuesless than zero, for low biotic score (polluted)and highly managedsites, or
higher than 10; this has not yet been revisedas it allowsbetter discriminationamong the
middlerangeof sites. Theultimatescorefor pristinesitesor indeedvaluesover 10have not
yet been achievedin over 500 siteswithinBritain.
A summaryat the bottomof eachsitedatasheetwillcommenton environmentalmattersand
may suggestaspects on which further advice should be sought on aspects, methods of
construction,key points arid further survey recommendationstogether with the overall
biomorphicquality score from this reconnaissancesurvey. Uncertaintyabout a value eg
water depthwherethe river was to deep to measurewithouta boat or a statementwill be
indicatedby the use of questionmark.
2.2.2 Chemical analysis willbe carriedout to determinethecharacterof the waterin order
to indicatebioticpotential. Water characterisationat surveysites will include:
— pH (Hydrogenion)
Totalsaltsas conductivity
and later on return to the laboratory,may also include:
Anionto Cationbalancefor commonions (in milliequivalentsper litre)
The nutrientsnitrateand phosphorus
on the filteredwater sample.
AnionsincludeAlkalinityas bicarbonate(in milli-equivalentsper litre, also for R1VPACS),
chloride(alsofor RIVPACS),sulphate,nitrate-nitrogen,phosphate-phosphorus(solubleor
orthophosphate),silicate-silicon;cationsincludecalcium,magnesium,sodium,andpotassium,




3.1Survey data is presented in survey sheets (pages 6-14) together with an overall
assessmentfor the stream and its immediateenvirons;this is summarisedfor the sites and
includes:
site numbersite nameOverall score
1. HurdlestoneStream, StokeSt.Michael moderate

 RectorWood Stream, StokeSt. Michael mod/good

 BectorWood Stream, StokeSt. Michael mod/good
3. Whiteholespring, Stoke St. Michael poor/moderate

 LeighWood West Stream, LeighuponMendip poor

 LeighWood East Stream, LeighuponMendip poor

 UpperSoho Stream, LeighuponMendip poor

 FingerStreamWest, Mells Park (poor)

 Chantryspringshately Brook,Whatley poor/moderate
-
11- 0-7Lie
Thegenera of floranotedduringthe surveyson springs,streamsandwet areasof the Mells
River are given in Table,1.
Ratattib-ltaP LOP—Ok
Further explanatorycommentmutt be given especiallyfor the HurdlestoneWood area for
althoughthe area is of particularinterest,the streamswiththe exceptionof the upperpart of
BectorWoodstreamare notexceptionalas streams. The maininterestis the wholecomplex
of whichthe streamis onlypart but for whichit absencewouldmakethe wholearea poorer.
Thesignificanceof the tufa in thebedof Bectorwoodandthe cascadesof WhiteHolestream
is often considedto be of great interestand is discussin the chemicalreport.
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I. Hurdlestone Stream, Stoke St.Michael
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 677480
0-.2 km from source Altitude 170 m
Approx. Lat 51014', Log 2° 27' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .3 m; depth (0.1) m
Height Board: none; Water depth .02 m
bank full: width no banks; depth -
Flow at survey - discharge .005 m3
- velocity .2 m
Bed slope 0-10°, type: N/A
Relative Stream Power: 1
Channel- plan form: see below
- sinuosity now: N/A, (2?) m
previous: see below, (2)m
- section: open, road
Erosion N/A, type: access
Substratum (cover) bed banks adjacent
bed rock ** ** **
boulder/cobble * ** **
pebbles/gravel ** * **
sand
silt/clay/(peat)
stream bed with light concretions; track
WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour clear
Kept at 3-5T for analysis on 19.4.95





















6.70 : 6.66 mmol
ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Land use: SSSI, quarry, access road
Upstream: Quarry
Downstream: track, road
Assessment: nutrient-rich calcareous Maintenance: none
calcite precipitation probable (.47) Fishery interest: nil Maintenance Factor -2
PHYSICAL Water springs from the floor of the disused quarry flowing on gravels with rich-organic areas along and
down a steep quarry-access, and now, field access, with some large boulders and scattered sections of old walling to E,
before reaching a wet area near a disused loading platform and probable settlement tank; the water then joins a small
stream after passing under a road
PLANT (shade 90%: cover; algae 1%, moss 1%, aq. macrophytes 5%) .5 + (3.5) = Score (4)
A trickle of water flowing from disused quarry with a good variety of typical wet area plants flowing down along a track
through good mixed probably-coppiceddeciduous woodland of alder, ash, beech, birch, sycamore, hazel, willow and holly
with a good understorey including areas with wood anemone, primrose, bluebell, etc or wood rush and numerous smaller
& larger mosses eg Thuidium, Ailrichum & liverworts. Few weedy species present. [Recheck for Apium inundamm]
ANIMAL Deer tracks Score
ADJACENT disused worked steep rockface either with a series of rock chip debris piles with steep sides, washed soil
heaps, pools, seepages or wet-flushes at its base and with beech-shaded dense understorey varying from large stands of
wood rush, rushes, a good variety of shade-tolerantherbaceous plants, several ferns, and moss- & liverwort-covered fallen
trunks (20-30 cm). Probable clay strata noted towards west end near hut and extensive area of ransoms. Oak with
epiphytic fern and honeysuckle and with a mature understorey of anemone, bluebell but a little bramble.
SUMMARY Spring and water flow within a high conservation interest area with variety increased by quarrying in past
but the water flows on an erratic course along a gravel access road through woodland of reserve status.
ADVICE requires full seasonal floral surveys including bryophytes before modification. Increased interaction with water
flow studies OVERALL SCORE (FOR WATERCOURSE) Moderate
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2a. Bcctor Wood Stream, Stoke St. Michael
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 675479
0.5-.9? km from source Altitude 170 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 2° 27' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .4 m; depth 0.1 m
Height recorder downstream; Water depth .1 m
bank full: width 1-2 m; depth .4 m
Flow at survey - discharge .01 ni3 s'1
- velocity .15 m s'l
Bed slope 2°, type: gentle
Relative Stream Power: 1-2
Channel- plan form: slightly sinuous, braided
- sinuosity now: 2 m
previous: see below, 2m
- section: trapezoidal, wetland
Erosion none, type: -

















t  6.) ::La.o ha
GI
r QC
silt/clay/(peal) **//* *11* //** Q
4.4
all overlain with tufa
WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour:
Kept at 3-5°C for analysis on 19.4.95
pH 8.1 (8.0), Conduct. 643 itS cm'l, Temp 8°C
Alkalinity 5.18 mmol
Anions, mg 1-1 Cations, mg ri
Alkalinity 259 Calcium 124
Chloride Magnesium 7.9
Sulphate Sodium 7.8
Nitrate N 2.3 Potassium 0.83 ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Phosphate P 0.012 (Iron) Land use: SSSI nature reserve, path, disused quany, grazing
Silicate Si 2.8 Upstream: path, screen, quarry
Ion balance 6.75 : 7.19 mmol Downstream: house, road, river
Assessment: calcareous water, calcite precipitation Maintenance: nil upstream, some dredging by bungalow/farm
expected (1.3) and much tufa was deposited Fishery interest: low-nil Maintenance Factor +2
PHYSICAL A small slightly-sinuous, tree-shaded, fme gravel-bed stream with banks varying from stable cobbles and
boulders and much woody debris, tree-root, to soft deep semi-stable bed and marginal wet areas upstream. The stream
seems to arise upstream of a 25 m high embanked earth-covered tree-planted artificial barrier, probably of stone chippings,
traversing the valley and screening from general view an adjacent deep 50 ha stone-extraction quarry partially full with
water. Old extraction face of quarry extensive to southwest and south. Further downstream, narrower slightly steeper
valley with less sinuous channel possibly constrained by disused walling, before reaching a lightly dredged section with
fenced improved grazing to the north west. In addition, 100 m of glass debris and abandoned pig huts near bridge.
PLANT (shade 90%:cover; algae 0%, moss 1%, macrophytes 0%) 2 + 3 = Score 5
A small shaded stream with liverworts on both firmer areas of the stream bed and in mats on silty margins, shaded banks
of predominantly beech with sycamore with more stable moss covered banks supported by tree roots. A variety of shade
tolerant understorey plants on banks including ransoms, dogs mercury, meadowsweet, celandine and ferns with bluebell
to north; nettle occasional. Wet flushes with ferns, mosses and thallose liverworts. Royal fern on the slopes to the
southwest & south ie not quarry face. Further downstream, less dense shade, probably once coppiced hazel with similar
good variety of understorey plants bushes including wild rose and bramble were seen on the poached grazed banks and
fenced-banks which separated the stream from the coppiced hazel with hawthorn, holly.
ANIMAL deer tracks, possibly fox, several bird. No fish or fry were seen. Score
SUMMARY Stream of high conservation interest within woodland area of high conservation interest with variety
increased by quarrying in past and with tufa deposits in the channel through woodland of reserve status.
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2b. Rector Wood Stream, Stoke St. Michael
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 677482
0.9-1.37km from source Altitude 140 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 2° 27' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .4 m; depth 0.15 m
Height recorder present; Water depth .15
bank full: width 2 m; depth .5 m
Flow at survey - discharge .02 m3
- velocity .2 m s'l
Bed slope 1-2°, type: gentle
Relative Stream Power: 1-2
Channel- plan form: sl sinuous
- sinuosity now: 3 m
previous: realigned
- section: trapezoidal, wetland
Erosion none, type: some poached cattle drinks
Substratum (cover) bed banks adjacent
bed rock
boulder/cobble * *
pebbles/gravel ** ** **
sand * *
silt/clay/(peat) **//* *//(*) //(**)
little tufa
WATER CHARACTERISTICS
no sample see 2a above
ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Land use: improved grazing, marginal wet area
Upstream: road, reserve, quarry
Downstream: river
Maintenance: low, occasional dredging
Fishery interest: low, possible spawning area
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor 0
From below road bridge, a small almost straight stream, with a bed of cobbles, sands and some tufa in long riffles with
several silty pools all within planted tree-line and barbed-wire fence, downstream to river with small adjacent wetland area.
Water level in wetlandmainly controlled by level of the river which seemsto have been overdeepened in past despite some
recovery. Grazed on both sides and poached to east, bridge & field gate midway downstream, watermain pipeline marker
at 1.1 km?.
PLANT (shade 90%:cover; algae 0%, moss 1%, macrophytes 0%) .5 + 2.5 = Score 3
A small stream shaded by planted tree-line (25 years?) with beech, hazel, and oak with an understorey bush layer of
hawthorn, holly, thorn, rose and large bramble and a sparse herb layer including ransoms, dogs mercury, bluebell, wood
anemone and some umbellifers. Broadening treeline and deeper silty downstream in wetland area to south and south east
with Rush and other herbs with occasional nettle & bramble and stands of thorn to field side. Several species typical of
an alkaline wetlandand its surroundings were also present including iris, meadowsweet, dropwort with bushes of willow,
alder. Orchid habitat but none were seen; resurvey.
ANIMAL No fish or fry were seen. Score
MAIN RIVER MELLS The main river at this point has a mean width of 4 m and depth of 0.6 m , with a water velocity
of c 0.5 m The main channel with 1-1.5 m high sandy earth banks, has small debris dams, side bars deposition and
overbank deposition of both natural woody but also rubbish eg plastic barrels but shows signs of recent changes in course
- 30-50 year old hawthorn on new island but also established anemone and bluebell stands to the north. No fish were seen
but there is likely to be a fisheries interest albeit low. The vegetation was bushes of alder, hawthorn, willow but
particularly in the wetland corner to the east between this and site 3, cattle had moderately trampled the sedge, spurge and
iris in parts of the wet area.
SUMMARY A conservation interest only in the downstream are being part of a marginal wetland area of the Mells
River linked to the lower end of White Hole spring stream.
ADVICE Water levels need to be maintained at present levels to maintain this small wetland area. The current





Upstream: waste & road debris, road, dis. quarry workings
Downstream: wetland, river
3. Whitehole spring, Stoke St. Michael
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 680482
0-1km from source Altitude 160 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 202T W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .6 m; depth 0.2 m
Height Board: none; Water depth .1 m
bank full: width .4; depth 0.07 m
Flow at survey - discharge .01 m3s'
- velocity .2 m
Bed slope 2045°, type: riffle cascade
Relative Stream Power: 1-2
Channel- plan form: slightly sinuous
- sinuosity now: 2-7 m
previous: probably not changed
- section: bowl, trapezoid
Erosion - slight, type: poached







boulder/cobble * ** *
pebbles/gravel ** * **
sand * * *
silt/clay/(peat) *11**//* *//*
Tufa accretions & overfalls
WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour: clear
Kept at 3-5°C for analysis on 19.4.95
pH 8.2 (7.9), Conduct. 523pS cm'', Temp 10°C
Alkalinity 4.6 mmol
Anions, mg 1-I Cations, mg 1-1
Alkalinity 229 Calcium 98
Chloride Magnesium 5.3
Sulphate Sodium 5.4
Nitrate N 4.8 Potassium 2.5
Phosphate P 0.011 (Iron)
Silicate Si 2.7
Ion balance 5.65 : 5.59 mmol
Assessment: calcareous water nitrate-rich Maintenance: probably slight
calcite precipitation expected (1) Fishery interest: slight downstream
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor +I
A very interesting set of tufa cascades flowing from seepage amongst old quarry waste pile under a road overflowing from
the tufa-encrusted outlet water storage tank by a road. The steep (8°) upper channel is a poorly-defined partly-braided and
poached channel of small cobbles and pebbles and flows to the measuring flume and then over a series of interesting steep
cascades within a treeline, before flowing through the flatter more open wet area and entering the main river.
PLANT (shade 80%:cover; algae -%, moss 2%, macrophytes 2%) 1 + 3.5 = Score 4.5
In the upper channel section which is initially much trampled, is shaded by hazel etc with a sparse understorey of
meadowsweet and other herbs together with many wall bryophytes, the water flows near a field margin of willow, thorn
and bramble before entering a section of similar more mature bushes and trees. Although the wetland section is essentially
similar to 2b, there is some rush and thistle to the more open west. However native butterbur, Petasites, is unusually
common in an open area with thick wet organic soil.
ANIMAL Score
No fish or fry were seen
SUMMARY The presence of the tufa cascades and small wetland area make a fairly ordinary field margin stream into
a most interesting site.











4a. Leigh Wood West Stream, Leigh upon Mendip
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 684482
0-.25 km from source Altitude 150 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 2° 27' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (ditch)
Size @ survey: width .3 m; depth 0.1 m (.5/0.01)
Height Board: none; Water depth .03 m
bank full: width .7; depth .4 m
Flow at survey - discharge .01 rn3 (0.001)
- velocity .1 m s4 (0.05)
Bed slope 40, type: run
Relative Stream Power: 1
Channel- plan form: sl sinuous, part ditched
- sinuosity now: sl sinuous, straightened
previous: see below
- section: trapezoid
Erosion 10% poached, type: poached










silt/clay/(peat) */*/* */*/ */*/
WATER CHARACTERISTICS
no sample (see 4b)
ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Land use: improved grazing, woodland
Upstream: SSSI woodland
Downstream: farm, tracks, river
Maintenance: rare
Fishery interest: nil
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor 0
A very small stream arising near the downhill north edge of steep woodland, joined by small over-wide ditch from west
and then flows downhill to the farm (80 m); there was a small weir with only 20 mm of water flowing over it.
PLANT (shade 60%:cover; algae 0%, moss 1 %, macrophytes 0 %) 0.5 + 1.5 = Score 2
Arising in beech woodland with some holly and dense understorey of bluebell, ransoms, celandine, wild daffodil(recheck).
The ditch on the edge of the woodland contained large quantities of dead leaves and its banks were vegetated by several
smaller herbs including wood sorrel, wood anemone, meadow sweet and some tussocks of grass including moor grass,
with hawthorn and willow on field edge. The wet corner of this field separated by iron fence, had rush, buttercup but
also bluebell, spurge, and kingcup. The stream bank downhill to the farm was an intermittent line of oaks about 15 m
apart with a very dense 'inpenetrable' thicket of thorn and hawthorn and occasional stands of wild rose particularly at the
poached cattle drink (150 m) and also willow. There were more weedy species further downstream alongside the main
pasture including daisy, thistle, buttercup, nettle.
ANIMAL Pheasants and moles Score
SUMMARY A small stream arising in woodland and flowing across moderately used farmland close to farm buildings
(unviewed) and then into the Melts River
ADVICE - OVERALL SCORE poor
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ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Land use: agricultural, improved grassland
Upstream: SSSI steep deciduous woodland
Downstream: track, main Mells River
Maintenance: occasional
4b. Leigh Wood East Stream, Leigh upon Mendip
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 685483
0-.4 km from source Altitude 150 m
Approx. Lat 510 14', Log 2° 27' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .3 in; depth 0.1 m
Height Board: none; Water depth .03 m
bank full: width .6; depth .3 m
Flow at survey - discharge .01 ml s•'
- velocity .1 m
Bed slope 4°, type: run
Relative Stream Power: 1
Channel- plan form: sl sinuous
- sinuosity now: sl sinuous, straightened
previous: see below
- section: trapezoid
Erosion 10% poached, type: poached








sand ** ** **
silt/clay/(peat) */*/* 4./*/* */*/*
WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour:
Kept at 3-5°C for analysis on 19.4.95






















Assessment: nitrate-rich calcareous water
calcite precipitation expected (.3) but surprisingly tufa not seen Fishery interest: nil
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor 0.5
A small stream (similar to 4a) arising on the lower slope of a steep woodland flowing in the upstream part as a distinct
banked channel within tree line, but downstream it is crossed by farm track and becomes diffuse, wetter and muddy before
entering the R. Mells.
PLANT (shade 60 %:cover; algae 1%, moss 1 %, macrophytes 0 %) .5 + 1.5 = Score 2
The vegetation is similar to the adjacent stream (4a) when arising from the wood. The stream then flows initially as a
mature channel with holly for 100 m before changing to include oak, alder, hawthorn with some bramble. Below the road
there are signs of enrichment and weedy species are also present including dock and nettle.
ANIMAL - Score
SUMMARY a small stream arising in woodland and flowing across moderately used farmland with an enriched area
near the banks of Mells River into which the stream flows.
ADVICE - OVERALL SCORE poor
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5. Upper Soho Stream, Leigh upon Mendip
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 696485
0-.6 km from source Altitude 130 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 2° 26' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width .2 m; depth 0.01 m
Height Board: none; Water depth .01 m
bank full: width .6 m ; depth .2 m
now at survey - discharge .005 m3s•l
- velocity .05 m
Bed slope 0.50, type: -
Relative Stream Power: 0-1
Channel- plan form: straightened
- sinuosity now: -
previous: not available
- section: trapezoid
Erosion 5%, type: poached










WATER CHARACTERISTICS no sample
ADJACENT FEATURES etc.
Land use: improved grazing, fishing lake
Upstream: farm, grazing, roads, extraction
Downstream: grazing, fishing access, woodland, river
Maintenance: rare
Fishery interest: nil
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor -1
A small pebble and silty farm stream arising in spring by farm flows along the hedge line and is supplemented by
drainage, including land drains (eg @ 170m), of sandy agricultural land and downstream made deeper except for the bends
and then passes a fishing lake almost on the bank of the main Mells River . There are small wet areas in pasture,
occasional land drains. There is a drinking trough upstream and a small weir at 300 m.
PLANT (shade 15 %:cover; algae -%, moss 2 %, macrophytes 5 %) .5 + 2 = Score 2.5
Small managed hedges are alongside the stream for most of its length. Upstream a treeline of mature and young alder with
ash were seen together with an understorey of hawthorn, thorn, wildrose, honeysuckle, ivy and bramble with rush, cress,
wood anemone, and some bank mosses but also weedy species such as nettle, dandelion, buttercup, dock, thistle, behind
barbed-wire fences mainly to the west. Downstream areas of cleared woodland stream banks with overmaintained hedges
and grassy banks but which still had rose, primrose and bluebell as remnant vegetation. The turbid water of the lake made
it difficult to see if there was any submerged vegetation of significance.
ANIMAL (fishing lake) Score
WET AREAS The wet area (200-250 In) was small probably only seasonal but it was vegetated with wetland species
such as rush and ladys smock, but also thistle and spathulate dock.
SUMMARY A small stream arising near farm(unviewed) and flowing across moderately used farmland and flowing into






Land use: road, park, plantation
Upstream: plantation, road, farm buildings
Downstream: grazing , parkland, road
Maintenance: minimal
Fishery interest: low
6. Finger Stream West, Mells Park
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 713481
2.8-3.3 km from source Altitude 120 m
Approx. Lat 51° 14', Log 2° 24' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size @ survey: width 0.7-1.5 m; depth 0.15 m
Height Board: none; Water depth .15 rn
bank full: width 2 m; depth 1 m
resect, re-aligned natural channel then artificial
Flow at survey - discharge .1 rn3
- velocity .5 m
Bed slope 1°then 3m cascade, type: artificial
Relative Stream Power: 1
Channel- plan form: straightened
- sinuosity now: straightened
previous: see below
- section: bowl, trapezoid, rectangular
Erosion N/A, type: -







WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour: clear
Kept at 3-5°Cfor analysis on 19.4.95
pH 7.9, Conduct. 612pS cm'i, Temp 10°C
Alkalinity 4.66 mmol
Anions, mg 11 Cations, mg
Alkalinity 233 Calcium 102
Chloride Magnesium 9.4
Sulphate Sodium 10
Nitrate N 6.6 Potassium 3.6
Phosphate P .088 (Iron)
Silicate Si 3.2
Ion balance 6.40 : 6.40 mmol
Assessment: nutrient-rich calcareous water
calcite precipitation probable (.9)
PHYSICAL Maintenance Factor -2.5
A small realigned fine-gravel stream flowing as a long riffle alongside a gravel track as a Victorian ride and then feeds
a 0.7 m wide & deep channel ending in a 3-4 m high artificial waterfall and cascade as a Victorian feature before
continuing downstream with an adjacent path, to the Mells River.
PLANT (shade 15%:cover; algae 40%, moss 10%, macrophytes 5%) 3 + 3 = Score 6
The upstreamresectioned channetcontained several aquatic and marginal plants including Fools cress, dropwort, meadow
sweet, meadow-rue, lichen, some algae (Cladophora); the valley sides, banks and the road side were grassy and vegetated
with primrose, spurge, etc., under lines of planted beech, and backed with a variety of deciduous trees. The main artificial
channel wasdominated by immense stands of the underwater red algae Lemanea. [Whether or not this should be considered
rare or just interesting, is uncertain and needs further investigation.] Furhter downstream the banks were a mono-specific
stand of ransoms and backed by spruce plantation.
ANIMAL (Squirrel) Score -
SUMMARY A modified and artificial section feeding a waterfall but whose conditions have selected for the dominance
of unusual or uncommon flora
ADVICE Establish significance of site before further investigation. OVERALL SCORE (poor)
13
7. Chantry springs & Whalely Brook, Whatley
Date: 18.4.95 NGR:31 718472
0-.2 /0-0.5 km from source Altitude 150 /130 m
Approx. Lat 51° 13', Log 2° 24' W
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS spring/brook
Size gp survey:width .5 m;depth 0.03 m /0.5, .02
Height Board: none; Water depth .03 m/ 0.02
bank full: width 1.5 m; depth .6 m / 3, 1.1.5
Flow at survey - discharge .01 m3 s1
- velocity .1 m s-1
Bed slope 0/2°, type: N/A/long riffle
Relative Stream Power: 0/1-2
Channel- plan form: straightened
- sinuosity now: N/A / slight
previous: N/A / N/A








WATER CHARACTERISTICS Colour: brown
ADJACENT FEATURES spring/ stream
Land use: agricultural (crucifers) grazing /grazing, farm buildings,
Upstream: tilled land Ibridge, embanked road, feotpath & gate
Downstream:pond, hedge, improved grazing, farm buildings /gardens
Maintenance: straightened, occasional /occasional
Fishery interest: nil/low
Maintenance Factor -1 /1
PHYSICAL Chantry spring - a small source arising inside small well house containing water pipes, cisterns etc., filling
a water trough between two fields and then flowing 150 m down a crnall sandy stream with woody debris alongside a -
hedge to the west before passing a pond with weir board and then disappearing underground down a 'swallet'.
Whatley brook - a small stream arising near agricultural building flowing under road and in a narrow valley between new
house gardens and an extensive high earth screening embankment (20 m) planted with whips and surrounded by a large-
mesh and barbed wire fence.
PLANT (shade 30%:cover; algae 2%, moss - %,-macrophytes 5 %) .5 /.5 + 25 /2+ = Score 3 /2.5+
Chantry spring - a partially tree shaded building submerged in vegetation with trees of oak, ash, thorn and under a tangle
of weedy species dominated by bramble with also-dock, nettle, densely shading the stream bed itself upstream but with
burdock, deadnettle, chamomile, hairy willowherb, dogs mercury, bluebell, etc. downstream in less densely shaded areas.
Many unknown seedling on wet stream margins.
Whatley brook - the steep margins of the stream in the sandy valley was vegetated by a line of maturing sycamore with
holly, ash, hawthorn and elder with bramble, nettle and buttercup underneath together with primrose, lords & ladies, and
surprising growing out of an area in which much domestic debris incl a TV, had been dumped a nice colony of
broomrape. This is uncommon and an unusual bankside plant and is a species saprophytically associated with ivy which
was present at the site and could have been the host. ANIMAL grouse Score
SUMMARY spring in agricultural land / small agricultural stream alongside a sand extraction pit




Table 1. Genera of flora noted during surveys on springs, streams and wet areas, Melts River
(key: + = present; number = number of species in genera found; letters = short form of particular species; tr = trace;
? = not seen at vegetation survey but reported at another time by another surveyor; * = introduced alien species)








Corylus ± + +
Crataegus



































Site 1 2a 2b 3 4a 4b 5 6 7
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Site 1 2a 2b 3 4a 4b 5 6 7
MARGINALS, BANK & OTHER HABITAT SPECIFIC FLORA
Alisrna




















































Site 1 2a 2b 3 4a 4b 5 6 7
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F. Umbelliferae + 3
Veronica a/b b
Viola
Site 1 2a 213 3 4a 4b 5 6 7
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Site 1 2a 2b 3 4a 4b 5 6 7


































Site 1 2a 2b 3 4a 4%, 5 6 7
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Altitude(m)170Slope (m/km)(") )Flow category (1-10) D
Solid geology codeDrift geology codePlanforin category
_5
Distance from source(km)Significant tributary ?Navigation ?
0 . '7rt.t. to 6
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Referencenetworksite number: Atilokrriti See-L- 0.-- I
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COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR ALL SITES Rethr
Grid Reference:3 1 ----4 !,antor*O---".0River: vh.e.A..,g-
Date cc/ht./1995Time: 	 i /- n 	 Surveyor nadfC I PS - Fiet P 

Adverse conditions affecting survey?No 115 Yes If yes, state 	
Bed of river visible?NopartiallyU entirely 0 (tick
Duplicate photographs: general character? NoYes E (tick one box)
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'AIWA; HABITAT* SURVEY;1995:',TE ,SPOr CHEC 0:6
Spot check 1 is at: upstream end El downstream end El of site Rick one box)
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2 3 4 6 8 910
Bank material (one) BE,BO,CO,GS,FA,PE, a Co PE. 06: FA Co co Co EA FA XA 

Bank modification(s) NO,RSJU,PC,BM,FM 10o N 410 CPc Pt No No Pc No
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Land use: choose one from BL, CP, MH, SC, RP, Tit, OW, 1G, 11,, SU
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) az. 6i_ki... (6. (6. I 6- 16- 16 CO 5 0
LEFT BANK-TOP (structure within Im) B/7J/S/C
LEFT BANK FACE (structure) B/11/S/C 5 5 5. &A.. c 5-' 5- 06 1g
RIGHT BANK FACE (structure) BRUSIC 5 C- 5.








LAND USE WFFHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (R) 6 141._Ri. (W. 4
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NONE (tick as appropriate)
IILiverworts/mosses/lichens -"
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p Use end 'catch-all' column for types not occurring in spot checks as well as overall assessment over 500m (use E or I) t
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Use this space to draw profile
















TREES (Tick one box per bank) ASSOCIATED FEATURES (Tick one box per feature)
LeftRightE 33% NonePresent E
None U Li Shading of channelLiC LI
Isolated/scatteredLiLiOverhanging boughsLiLiIZ
ll Regularly spaced, single LiMIExposed baakside rootsLiLiri








Waterfall(s) —free-fallLiLiLi Marginal deadwater —slackLi 0 Li
Cascades(s) -chuteLiLiLi Exposed bedrockLi 12 Li
Step/pool sequenceLiLi FA Exposed bouldersLi 12 Li
IRapid(s) —whitewaterLiLiLi Unvegetated mid-channel bars
Riffle-pool sequenceLiLiXVegetated mid-channel barsLi 12 Li
I Run(s) —disturbed, rippledLiLi ri Mature island(s)Li 12 Li
Boil(s) —upwellingsLiLiLi Unvegetated side barsLiill Li
I Glide(s) —smooth,no eddiesLiLiLi Vegetated side barsLi r: Li
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Water depth (rn) / Embanked height (in)


If trashline lower than banktop break in slopeindicate:height (rn)width(m)
v _./ A- r-A
rBed material at site is:consolidated (compt)cY,1unconsolidated (loose)unlmown
Location of measurement is:riffle Wrun or glideSother S (tick one box) Slope(IFEonly)
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Adverseconditionsaffectingsurvey?No 13 YesU If yes, state 	
Bed of river visible?NopartiallyU entirelyK (tickone box)
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Duplicatephotographs:generalcharacter? NoUYesPS (tick one box). 7
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Reinforced - top only












Use this space to draw profile
















TREES (Tick one box per bank) ASSOCIATED FEATURES (Tick one box per feature)
LeftRight E33% NonePresent E
NoneShading of channelUUIll
Isolated/scatteredOverhanging boughsElUNI
Regularly spaced, single ElElExposed bankside rootsElEl El
Occasional clumpsUUUnderwater tree roots0
Semi-continuousEl 15 Fallen treesUI/IN
Continuous C9II Coarse woody debris1.PATI El




Waterfall(s) —free-fallLI •ElMarginal deadwater —slackEl 11El
Cncrldes(s) —chuteEl NIElExposed bedrockEl 2LI
Step/pool sequence//ElExposed bouldersEl!I
Rapid(s) —whirewaterElElEl Unvegetated mid-channel barsElEl/
Riffle-pool sequenceElU711Vegetated mid-channel bars
Run(s) —disturbed,rippled ElEl3Mature island(s)El• El
Boil(s) —upwellingsElEl ElUnvegetated side bars•












Banktop width (m) 2 RIGHT BANK






Water depth (n) / E.rnbankedheight(nn) —
—
If trashline lower than banktop break in slope, indicate:height (m)width(m)
Bed material at site is:consolidated (compact)Liunconsolidated (loose) r unlmown
Location of measurement is:riffleLirun or glideEaotherLI (tickonebox) Slope (IFEonly)
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Is water level controlled by weir/dam downstreain?No 2 Part of siteLiMost/whole of site
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Waterfalls > 5rn highUArtificial open waterUBogUOther (state)
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Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation?NO UYES
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Land use: choose one from BL, CP,MH,SC,RP, RE,OW,IG, 7L, SU
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Use end 'catch-all' column for types not occurring in spot checks as well as overall assessment over 500m (use E or I)t
494211.71.
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Use this space to draw profile















TREES (Tick one box per bank) ASSOCIATED FEATURES (TIck one boxper feature)
LeftRight E.33% NonePresent E
NoneShadinD of channela Er
Isolated/scatteredOverhanging boughsLiC] Er
Regularly spaced, singleExposed bankside rootsLiC] 12'
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Run(s) -disturbed, rippledLi•0 Mature island(s)Li2/
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f 4:::f fi6?V:. k
..::ItiGnB . 



























Land use: choose one from BE„cP, Afit, sc. RP,neOW,IG, IL, SU





























































































































liUseend'catch-air columnfortypesnotoccurringinspotchecks aswell asoverallassessmentover500m (useE or 4t
49428.7L

.,..-( 2...,.,..,, g Jwsfi,.,-.).-TYgt.,..,.. Mitco ,-..a.-0,(0.?„'1/4-• a 	 ig,c4,9,4ift,
ACKGR UNDMAP=B::,..
Altitude(m)I0Slope (m/km)WV' 4.0Flow category (1-10)0
Solid geology codeDrift geology codeP1anformtegoiy
Distance from source(lan)Significant tributary ?Navigation .
a II- Noti.)o
;
Referencenetworksite number: 4Qc.c P\d,t5R_ --rii40-...,.
Mid-sectiongrid referenceof networksite if differentfrom designatedlocation:
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR ALL SITES
-
Grid Reference: 3 I6 gS.45 3 River:I- Ccrorie ea-ret S--.2e"'" 4
Date ..(c/.1:t31995Time: 	 tat, 	 Surveyor name ACC-1 rE - fr" b 

Adverse conditions affecting survey?Nor4Yes If yes, state 	
Bed of river visible?NoLIpartiallyU entirely [2 (tickone box) '-
Duplicate photographs: general character? NoLIYes II (tick one box)
Site surveyed from:left bank Uright bank'''channelU (tickas appropriate
..,- ..N.4.‘,sasca;M.M.M.W.i.Z.Ita.lteIci47;72°'
, ,Piimio•amstrxavatEyiRiciig:( ""tone.:-eit, S'iccr9'*::.“').3'.';°:6













7...fpa-%Wes.‘,. o<fae-: grtwriS,31.:-.0145.:fe.....n, „,"....,„,.
,, saIVIB ;EIIH`erejew„,1,ANYFO , B— %- -}kW niber),,,,, ,,h, ;AL ..?-;:4111e40 . c91,47ts.....v..;mores
RifflesI (g. Unvegetated point bars
Pools( 6 Vegetated point bars
-.2-...,.,z,.-0,, e.4 AP-,'n,f/tv,,,,,A7.2).1.c;..- `..s',.t•W.-%,-'5,5




f..,,..., t,.‘1 995:..,..NiftZA.WAR:;IIAllITEV'SPAYM..,44EN.Ock.7:NINKICS;i:" Pfin'A:A.,43
Spot check 1 is at: upstream end111downstream end 12.1of site (lick one box) e mg
4:•,, SteXIMTT121BUTES404.•bo:assesseieoci=osifritainierifI Slif r, aternoito-2,v:-:• :::•.;,*:.•,,,,s:


1 2I 3 4 5 6 7 81 9 10 1





:£.r?.,LEETSANICT:,'.':-.a s5ssw.T.,::::,,w4?::.t &AG:.kfr.' ^'' A tek.;) .;,,:::s•






C.5 As p c g5 iv o Ala Pc pc


Bank feature(s) NK,NO,EC,SC,PB,VP,SB,VS M

















Flow type (one)FF,CH,BW,UW,CF,RP,UP,SHIA',NO 5in 5in 5-Ph 01‘ RP R 9 CiA, Sml


Channel modifleation(s) N7C,NO,RSJU,DA,F0 'ZS AS AS R5 as No No No






























Bank modification(s) NO,RS,RI,PC,BM,EA1 PS










Land use: choose one from az.,CP,MU, SC,RP, WE,OW,IC, IL, SU eat
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) RC 64 (6- (a to._ (6- (6- 84


LEFT BANK-TOP (structure within unI)B/U/S/C C q 5 c s u u 5-


I LEFT BANK FACE (structure)13/U/S/C g 6 0 0 u I1 9 0


RIGHT BANK FACE (structure)RIU/SIC u () 5- U 0 V 6 U


I RIGHT BANK-TOP (structure within1M) B/UIS/C 5 C C


5- 5* (.) u









.._.Lkx.y.;i::ct:ccav.x.-:, 11,24-fr„ 1,, itli,,,„,


























































































I Use end 'catch-all' column for types not occurring in spot cheeks as well as overall assessment over SOOm(useE or i)t
49428.11.
rt














ir/ t Wetland (eg bog, marsh, fen) riy) 1//e
































NatUral/unmodifled L R Artificial/modified• L R
Vertical/undercut1—7-- t. / ResectionedS:',.... E- F






Reinforced - top only











Use this space to draw profile


















TREES (Tick one boxper bank)• ASSOCIATED FEATURES (Tick one boxper feature)
LeftRight E33% NonePresent E
NoneShading of channelElEl2
Isolated/scatteredEl•Overhanging boughsElEl
Regularly spaced, single El•Exposed bankside roofsEl
Occasional clumps00Underwater tree rootsEl•
Semi-continuousLIEl•Fallen treesEl ri El
1 Continuous EtR Coarse woody debris 12





Waterfall(s) -free-fall Marginal deadwater -slack
Cascades(s) -chute00El Exposed bedrockEl NI
Step/pool sequence••0Exposed bouldersU ri
Rapid(s) -whirewaterElElEl Unvegetated mid-channel bars
Riffle-pool sequence•UElVegetated mid-channel bars
aun(s) -disturbed, rippledElEl 0 Mature island(s)
r-ir-i I-I'.-1.----•
oil( s)-upwetlmgs
Glide(s) -smooth, no eddiesEl CIfE
nvegetated side bars
Vegetated side bars 0 0 0
49423.TL

t aRIVE, It HABITATiSTIRVttl.99 .,'€,DiAIENSIOI•lalAiNalrsiFLUEN a 6
?




Banktop width (m) I RIGHT BANK







Water depth (m) 40 3 Embankedheight (m)


If trashline lower than banktop break in slope, indicate:height (m)width(m).
Bed material at site is:consolidated (compact)Elunconsolidated (loose)IRIunkmownIII















rcs: .d.:*,4rXW:e:::),Vg.::gs:I:33:.w4flstip.-twoo pc.;o.ATUR SirOFSPECIALINTEREST4TicappreopriAtekor&S)))w ,.. A.-":-a!•*,
CHANNELFLOODPLAIN (50m corridor)
Waterfalls > 5ro highElArtificial open waterElBogElOther (state)• 	
Braided/side channelsElNatural open waterElCart
Debris damsriWater meadowElMarsh
Leafy debris 19 FenFlush51
- -..,ET.41,ETIANNED4-:6.46 Vi 'W 	 .:3499:q- 4iS?:S:....ki'..
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation?NO a YEs El
tO .35.v.(-Or )3 ENUISkIsICZVANTSPECIM e Lgor,.::W• :A`4.,, ::R......s....S ....:',.......t.-::...-t....... ...S. ,.:-......; :..s.r.d• :::::”.x:....T::.a0e.
Giant HogweedElHimalayan Balsam ElJapanese Knotweed El Other ?State
VtZnAjO,TaiirS:W.€*::?nir..-si*i*WiR,..,;:y2.,Tct.64tro,''':4.M.ftzt4PrAPtiikin4....tic.:.-4:r.,-",
RIEP;DESelaid!.1.10NOttlif.F..9iitfittfa .49eia;:aplfropiititte)x*-c...3c0., a










haa " -A•- Y
.:.
4.-...1.,.: SS,0:cd.As;7,
	 .:4"De/6;onebox V,xr ot-,,.,0,1..r..d-c'sor.
.r 
...„,,,., gEDfM2DE
None Present CI ExtensiveIIOther diseased trees?State 	





„ ".‘kM'AM"..1;.-Ma5OMMq03:MAkMEt4VST.MWSSWVA(O Z-Wt bV ..."1:VW..E-1.}% t xt.• WcPC...n<re









-,. .s. ,;:..mg:-."--..”...„X;,,,.. ,„„;0,..„-;,,,,..,0 -
Referencenetworksite number: AR_C0\4 ject;v..-
Mid-sectiongrid referenceof networksite if differentfrom designatedlocation:
COMPLETETHEFOLLOWINGFORALLSITES
GridReference:River: 0 fen. Sitv56:2„... -es'
Datet.t.•./.1./199.5Time: 	 1C. 77) ? Surveyorname 4itC --trns —Hip 

Adverseconditionsaffectingsurvey?No a Yes k..--- If yes, state
Bedof rivervisible?NopartiallyLi entirely0 (tickone box)
Duplicatephotographs:generalcharacter?No UYesEl (tick onebox)
Sitesurveyedfrom:left bankLiright, bankXchannel (tickas appropriate)
rawrctowmPkia, ...? 69Fref3.






















Spot check 1 is at: upstream end 2 downstream end El of site (lick one box)
r.SIGAIMTIRIBUTES40 e ossesi across%iutzlerwahili(er,lusiidk7dblee)




FA- FA- E4Bank material (one) BE,BO,CO,GS,E4,PE,CL ,E46-5 EA E.A Eet
1(0 4it 5 ABank modification(s) NO,RS,WC,BM,E.Af NO A/0NoNo
NK,NO,EC,SC,RB,VP,SB,VS o5 6No kioBank feature(s) A./
15-0 aF
t.88, 488,ANN,
c" 51Channel substrate (one) NV,BE,BO,CO,GP,14,S1,a4R 5/S4 5 /
Ne pP4P AteFlow type (one) FF,CH,BW,UW,CF,RP,UP,SM,NP,NO sinshN s-fr‘
/Zs AsR s- Rs RiChannel modification(s) NK,NO,RS,RLDA,F0 N NO 410Alo





FA 6-5 ff4-Bank material (one) BE,B0,C0,0S44,PE;CL E4FAFA E4
s ICS (ZsIR5Bank modification(s) AbNO,RS,RI,PC.BM,EM its ies41*
ho NV4oBank feature(s) NK,NO,EC,SC,PB,VP,SB,VS A.I0410 1 0 Al 0
VIOPLIANDAISEAN'DATtGETATIONSTRIICTUREWPIIiiiiiehiniqr One ;sea)
Land use: choose one from BL, CP, AUL SC, RP, u2.,OM 10, 7L,,SU1
I lc_ fLAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) I‘ (6.16
05LEFT BANK-TOP (structure within .1171) BIU/SIC 5.
55.- 6LEFT BANK FACE (structure) BILIZS/C 5
05- a g C/RIGHT BANK FACE (structure) BIU/S/C
11 RIGHT BANK-TOP (structure within 1m) Bitlisx
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) 6
5 5 5 sS.5'
16- ( 6- (6- ((- (6- IC-IC- 14-





















in spot checks as well as overall assessment over 500m (use E or I) tII

19428.11.
,SITE NO.A. k( 6. %.".nne.AWq8W'''.4;Vni, n.5.SWACkSAVQ011%:.VicarMSW,M.Fa:Vr")::Mntakr tWNRA
frs' b Vr..CSE:WI
	
,, 4., -,w ,3z3v.:Wc;c:,:a.,pt‘-‘.• wpa.21
	






























Rough pasture (RP)I C- 00 40 Suburban/urban development (SU)


' b:' tstc.., .0K,-0,91:11g§kRi St.- .....P2,tki,lt -.1!cutitfir,Cse,  `'•...:...)tt, be":8









Reinforced - whole bank


















Use this space to draw profile
if different from above, after
ticking predetermined box











TREES (Tickoneboxper bank) ASSOCIATED FEATURES (Tickoneboxperfeature)
LeftRight 'E .33% NonePpt E
NoneShading of channel Li
Isolated/scattered a to' Overhanging boughs
Regularly spaced, single 0UExposed bankside roots




1: ......;,;.riFtn9SCHANA1/41,qtfraTPRESt ..1,40AfiqfPel4eatiec VRV'srq
NonePresent ENonePresent E
Waterfall(s) -free-fallLiULi Marginal deadwater -slackULiOe
racndes(s) -chuteLiLiU Exposed bedrock
Step/pool sequenceLiLiLiExposed boulders
Rapid(s) -whitewaterLiLiU Unvegetated mid-channel bars
Riffle-pool sequenceU0LiVegetated mid-channel bars
Run(s) -disturbed,rippledU00 Mature island(s)
Boil(s) -upwellingsLi •LiUnvegetated side bars
Glide(s) -smooth,noeddiesLiLi grVegetated side bars
D-49421.71.
c,,,......,:s...tis, 0.-a..,.‘ .
- .-,.,:-,, A:ram .se,••••, s,,,v,,a,...v.:manaoin.*:a A:, ,:e..,,a 3.5;
Altitude(m)1 -2-0Slope (m/km)i 0Eow category(1-10)
SolidgeologycodeDrift geologycodePlanform,cgzei
Distancefrom source(k7)Significant tributary?Navigation ?
3 kr?,
wt.\a .-.....,, m ••=••••5 ,,:::•‘,,..% r.,,:$.1:,''';:.-
.--. .' jam-r,,,,,,, TRAIT,:',AV-S1,mi;---:%, „ao~:t:•:.	 IS :',,4„. cl4T,,:;.: ct%,,•::::::
Referencenetworksite number: Age rkeif-i Ratiz- 7
Mid-sectiongridreferenceof networksite if &Efferentfrom designatedlocation:
COMPLETETHE FOLLOWINGFOR ALL SITES
Grid Reference:River: Fcita,..,. cOac.(
..
Date N./44/1995Time: 	 I7 30 	 Surveyorname A-R.0- fP;E - F 14' 7 

Adverseconditionsaffectingsurvey?No 15 YesU If yes, state 	
Bed of river visible?NoUpartiallyU. entirely 12(tick one box)
Duplicatephotographs:generalcharacter? No UYes0 (tick one box)
Site surveyedfrom:left bank Fr: right,bank 1:1 channelU (tickas appropriate)
,m:,•,..,..,,,,..:,...mm.m,...,.....w.mmm,,mm,„*.mm:•,,,,m;„,-:,..,0-,. ,- , , ,:etc:, m
shallowveees-t—c-,%_=i-J Uterraced valley floor

















€,,e °7:- Ia.P, zHt,,:s,$ AP, _k 6Vi"'''WRAP • rfrn 1SC offip1 , 	 Snit' ay., PeI 4•Ointon.. VA. tilm0.44,01MS, # at9/1::•44,44->At




Spotcheck I is at:upstreamend•down treamend M of site (lick one box)















Bankmaterial (one)BE,BO,CO,CS,E.4,PE,a 619 al 0 EA- EA. E.+ FA—CO co is


Bankmodification(s)P44 NO,RS,in,rc,BAtEm N 0 A5 AR Pk5 TZ5 t(s g 5' Rs- 4 5 4/0













Channelsubstrate (one) NV,8E,BO,CO,GPA1,SI,CLAR eno 6-9 CP a co co co co co gE
Flow type (one)FF,CH,BW,UW,CF,RP,UP,SM,AP,NO AP &P AP 5Th A P lep RP RP RP RP

















Bankmaterial (one)BE,BO,CO,CS,E4,P‘,CL 6-ii on G-19 F* E4 FA. p4. EA co es.
Bankmodification(s) NO.RS.R1,13C,BsLai ND As AR 4R AR ,zs As. des ,e5 A,,e)
Bankfeature(s) AKNO,EC,SC,PILVP,SB,VS N 0 At) No At, Aro No NV Aro Ala r/ o
..:in::%:-,:::.::::m:-:tm:::5,Miem:::.:::nvim:w.Rni.,..m,.....:w.g:::km-):::ft




Land use: choose one from BL, CP, Mit SC, RP, TCL,OW,1G, 7L, SU
LANDUSE WITHIN5m OF BANKTOP(L) Co 50 So 5 05(2 50 co 50


LEFT BANK-TOP(stnicture within En) BITJ/S/C I3


1.) 00 0 0 t) r) 5
LEFTBANKFACE (structure)BMIS/C 0 13 8


0 0 a 0 0
RIGHTBANKFACE (structure)BIU/S/C g 6 6 00 V ° 0 0 6
RIGHTBANK-TOP(structure within En) BIU/S/C V 0 v v s 5 t/ J 5
I LANDUSE wrram 5rnOF BANKTOP(R)
.
CF (12 CP gtGI_ 8 e-- SC- et Su 5 Li
I sotempwanmantosaccp,
-.<.a,pt ,SNSErfgcklUTIMAKIS*. . ctc c0.01,Sat,....0*
te..eesmiow4b.e
iiitiT#PS:di::1,..A.OrtiViiteMigei4




















































































Use end 'catch-all' columnfor types not occurring in spot checksas well as overall assessmentover 500m (use E or 1)t
,49428.11.
SITE NO.
.gzakm.mnn41Ms:t)?_.cwa5<.:00,4g.Pa- Cqw:‘,VirkW‘s,Wan'aaxiwAkcut., E ,
'LA..NIPKAWY,Arg41,AB.IT.AR;SPI.W.41?2,t1;1!5!)—(1.13Y.g , gi,nt,.

































) S ANICPROFILESsatsi. S;335,:boiiklen ..t.,..;:.:ZWT'Kt b:or,If "At e..."N-.5% i.:,,t,-K.-, 0c,















Reinforced - whole bank


Steep (>450)ak— E E Reinforced - top only












Use this space to draw profile













P ' IFFEL-NOVInTatti9a2g-AMPLFRTURES:eck.A, #.,,,:....A'


TREES (Tick one box per bank) ASSOCIATED FEATURES (Tick one box per feature)
LeftRightE ..33% NonePresent E
NoneUUShading of channelUUff
Isolated/scatteredUUOverhanging boughs
Regularly spaced, single UUExposed bankside rootsU







Waterfall(s) —free-fall UiU Marginal deadwater —slackU IN
Cascades(s) —chute Exposed bedrockU(IN ) ,IRt
Step/pool sequenceUUUExposed bouldersUEl )
Rapid(s) —whitewarerU ilUUnvegetated mid-channel bars
Riffie-pool sequenceUUUVegetated mid-channel bars
Run(s) —disturbed, rippledUU0Mature island(s) •
Boil(s) —upwellings INUUUnvegetated side bars
li Glide(s) —smooth, no eddiesUU /Vegetated side barsUIN
-49421.M
I'4.sc.„ ,a114-12A4IVElt.:nITATAilii-111.\'‘‘ ' Q....tilitIEZNYSION,SI.ANDANFLUE:Net' b (6 	 ,
..-&.%s.n.x.,.....n.,,,,,,,,,,,,,„.,...,,,,,,,„...............,,,,,,,....,,..... ,.,........,,,,,,,,.----,...---,:,:,:,.,.:,::::o)ko-.,Tx.';is^:A ;w.•.",..,..:40...,...:c:w




Banktop width (m) 2.. RIGHT BANK






Water depth (m) /5 - Embanked height (m) ma
—
If trashline lower than banktop break in slope, indicate:height (n)width(m)
Bed material at site is:consolidated (compact)Elunconsolidated (loose)Elunlmown El








None UNumber ofCulverts=Weirs= 1 Outfalls= iFords =
Footbridges =Roadbridges = 2_ Other=








:iy :•,...,..,:f9:4-:::i-i::::.iini..:,*„...:, 	 !..
,:olikolinabr(er-E.:.  .s i.,
– ea Oaa'
CHANNELattiv...4 1 -.\ FLOODPLAIN (50m corridor)
Waterfalls > 5m high LE /Artificial open waterElBogElOther (state)
Braided/side channelsElNatural open waterMICarr
Debris damsEl.Water meadowUMarsh
Lea& debrisUFen,Flush El




Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation?NOElYES El
.,:•::.4AREVSU,ISANCRIREANZSPEC,  ..C.- se: >iir:-...
	 x.V- ‘•
I• ..v.:.miota4..., ii-....t.P.-e•WiN•i:M-)i...,:M.....
Giant Hogweed•Himalayan BalsamLiJapanese Knotweed El Other ? State 	













z‘t°'WgNSEDIAtiD4n 'kc Sx s- '' 6:.:A ,—q:s*e * xi, R r.j..4.
1




SEND COMPLETEDFORM TOHUGHDAWSON,IFE, RIVER LABORATORY, EAST STOKE, WAREHAM, BH20 6BB
49428.71. ,Ar
